1. Log into Canvas (canvas.houstonisd.org):
   Always start in Canvas
   Classes and assignments created in Realize first will not migrate into Canvas

2. Add Savvas Realize Content:

   There are 3 ways to add Savvas Realize content to a course

   This example is adding Realize content to a new course Module

   Use link provided above to learn more about adding Realize content to your Canvas course

   From the course, select Savvas Realize Course Connect from the menu

3. Select your school for your account setup:
   One-time setup per user. If account linking is ON for your district, you may also be asked to log into your Savvas account. Your Savvas account has SSO, select District Login.

4. Select Realize curriculum product(s) then Browse in Realize to select content item(s) and import:
5. Select the school location for the Canvas class:

![Select school location for Canvas class]

5. **Activate your course in Realize:**
This step must be completed for students to successfully access the Realize content in Canvas

![Activate course in Realize]

6. From the open assignment, you can open the Realize platform using the Launch Savvas Realize button:

![Launch Realize]

**STUDENTS MUST LOG INTO CANVAS TO ACCESS & COMPLETE REALIZE ASSIGNMENTS**

**IMPORTANT**
- **Commons:** The teacher must access a Realize assignment for these types of courses in Canvas to initialize the connection between Canvas and Realize and create the class in Realize.
- If a teacher first creates an assignment in Realize, that assignment will not sync back to the course in Canvas.
- Students must open Realize materials in the assignment in Canvas for it to be created in Realize.
- Students must open Realize material/assignment in Canvas to be added to the (LMS) class list/roster in Realize.
- (Canvas LMS) class, assignment, and usage data will be available to teachers and administrators in Realize Reports. [Online Teacher Guide for LTI-Advantage Integration](#)
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